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DISTRICT: GOALPARA

In the Court of the Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S),
Goalpara

CR 291/2018
Under Section 465 of I.P.C 

Md. Shirajul Hoque 
....... Complainant 

–Vs– 
Md. Fazar Ali

........ Accused 

PRESENT : Achyutananda Saikia, AJS 

APPEARANCE:
For the Cmplainant: Md. Jobbar Ali Khan , Ld. Advocate
For the Accused: Md. Ziaur Rahman, Ld. Advocate 

Date of Evidence: 05.03.2019
Date of Argument: 05.03.2019
Date of Judgment: 05.03.2019

JUDGMENT

1. The  prosecution  case  in  brief  is  that  on  08.08.2018  the
complainant took his son and daughter to their school namely
Bangaljhar Desipara LP School to obtain two certifcates in their
names to be submitted before NRC authority,  and accordingly
the accused being the Head Master  of  the school  issued two
certifcates, but addresses mentioned in the certifcates were not
proper and as the BLO asked the complainant to submit proper
certifcate he again approached the accused to issue certifcates
having proper address,  but the accused misbehaved with him
and issued forged certifcates obtaining Rs. 400/- from him for
the purpose of cheating him. Hence the case.     

  
2. Complainant and his one witness were examined under Section

200/202 of Cr.P.C. by my Ld. Predecessor and fnding prima facie
materials of ofence under Section 465 of IPC, cognizance was
taken against the accused under the said section of ofence. The
accused  appeared  before  Court  on  issue  of  process  and
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particulars of ofence under Section 465 of IPC was stated to him
to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

3. During trial prosecution examined the complainant as PW 1 and
defence  examined  none.  Considering  the  evidence  on  record
examination of  the accused under Section 313 of  Cr.P.C.  was
dispensed with. 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION

4. Whether  the  accused  made  false  certifcates  of  the  son  and
daughter of the complainant with intent to cause injury to them,
and thereby committed ofences punishable under Section 465
of IPC. 

5. I  have heard arguments of both sides and carefully examined
the evidence on record.

DISCUSSION on EVIDENCE, DECISION and REASON THEREOF

6. Complainant Md. Shirajul Hoque is examined as PW 1 and he has
stated that  on 08.08.18 he requested the accused to provide
school certifcate of his son and daughter to be submitted before
NRC  ofce  and  the  accused  issued  certifcates  in  address
available  in  the  register,  but  he  asked  the  accused  to  give
permanent address in the certifcates which the accused denied
as the same was not mentioned in the register, and that out of
misunderstanding he lodged the complaint.  

7. Thus, it is seen that the accused issued certifcates mentioning
address as available in the register and he just refused to issue
certifcates  in  the  address  not  mentioned  in  the  register  for
which the complainant lodged the complaint. From evidence of
complainant there is no incriminating material of ofence under
Section 465 of IPC proved against the accused that the accused
issued certifcates in wrong address or on false facts to injure the
complainant or his children. 

8. Situated thus, I am not hesitated to hold that prosecution has
miserably  failed  to  prove  the  guilt  of  the  accused  beyond
reasonable doubt.

ORDER

9. Prosecution has failed to establish the guilt of the accused Md.
Fazar  Ali  beyond  reasonable  doubt  by  adducing  sufcient
evidence.
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10. The accused is thus acquitted from the charge punishable under
Section 465 of IPC and set at liberty forthwith. 

11. The bail bond shall remain in force for next six months from the
date of this judgment. 

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 5 th Day of
March, 2019.

(Typed by me) ACHYUTANANDA SAIKIA
SDJM(S), Goalpara

ACHYUTANANDA SAIKIA
SDJM(S), Goalpara
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APPENDIX
1. Witnesses for Prosecution

P.W. 1: Md. Shirajul Hoque

2. Witnesses for Defence  
NIL

3. Court Witnesses
NIL 

4. Prosecution Exhibits 
NIL

5. Defence Exhibits
NIL

ACHYUTANANDA SAIKIA
SDJM(S), Goalpara


